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This conference wa~ organized by Prof. B. Buppert (Mainz) and Prof. G.O.

Kichler (Essen) and was the first meeting on representat~on theorY,of finite

groupe at the Oberwolfach Institute.

In the talks, methods and results were presented from ordinary, modular

and integral representation theory, especially of finite simple group~ and

groupe of Lie type. Special emphasis was given to the recent progr~ss' on the

long-standing conjectures of R. Brauer, to the block strueture of general

linear groups, unltary, sympleetie and orthogonal 'gtoups, and to' the appli

eations of eohomologieal methods in representation theory., Di~eussions,'"also

foeused on the extension ,problem of eharaeters of finite· groupe a~~ on_ re

duetion teehnlques to the ease of quasi-simple groups.

The classification of finite simple graups' and the de~cription of cha~ac

ters of the classical groups via the Deligne-Lueztig-theory Yield.' powerful

tools in the modern representation theory of' finite groups. They play an

important role in the present study of several conjectures of Brauer~s, e.g.

the height zero conjecture.

The eonfe,rence was attended by 45 participants coming from France, Eng

land, Holl~nd, Ireland, Israel,., Japan, Switzerland, USA aud W~s~:.'Germany.

Needless,to say that many fruitful discussions evolved during the breaks and

in the evenings.

Below, the abstracts of the given talks are 11sted in alphabetica1 order.
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J. ALPERIN: A proof of the P.A. Smith theorem

P.A. Smith proved in 1937 that if a group G of prime order p aets on

a sphere then the fixed point set is a mod p homology sphere. We give a new

proof of this result. We use the standard reduetion to a finite simplie1al

eomplex and then decompose the associated mod p eomplex into a direct sum of

1ndecomposable complexes fram which the result is transparent.

D. BBBSON: Diagraas for modular lattices

In modular representation theory, it 1s very useful to have a notation

for writing down the lattice of submodules of a module. I shall describe

same recent werk by J. Conway and myself , which to each modular lattice

satlsfying suitable finiteness conditions associates a diagram. This diagram

usually contains significantly fewer vertices than the original modulax:

lattice. The theorem stating that the'modular lattice may be recovered from

the diagram, depends on an identity for modul~r lattices; namely that if a,

aud c are elements of a modular lattice, and b 18 minimal with respect

to the cond1tion a ~ b ) c then

b A (a V rad(c» = rad(b) •

T. BEllGEB.: Extensions of representatioDB OD anormal subgroup

Let G be a finite group with normal subgroup N. Suppose that $1' $2'

•••• 4ln iS·8 .G-orbit of lrreduc1ble characters of N. There exists a

* * * *group G with normal abelian subgroup N so that G IN = eIN. Further,
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* *the~e i8 aG-orbit Al' Al' ••• , An of irreducible character8 of N and

* * *1-1 correspondences between Irr(HI~I) and Irr(R lAI) where HIN:: H IN

* * * *such that if H <; G , K <; G , H,K <; T <; G and HIN:: H IN , KIN:: K IN

TIN = T* IN* and if e E Irr(H 14> 1) , 111 E Irr(K I~l) and 6, ~ correspond

* *with 6 and 111 then

'. (Throughout, if

* *GIN:: G IN .)

c. BESSED.ODT:

* *
(6tT,1IIfT)T == (e*tT ,ljJ*tT )T*

HIN:: H*/N* then we mesn by restrietion of the isomorphism

Complexity of modules and perlodie -odales'

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field k of

eharacteristie 0, residue elass field F of charaeteristic p > 0 ,

A E {R,F} and G a finite group. AG-modules will always mean modules which

are f.g. and free over A. First, we will be coneerned with some properties

of eomplexity. Espeeially, an improved version of Green' s lower bound for

the p-part of the A-rank of a module is given. Then, irredueible'RG-lattices

are considered. Counterexamples show' that the first guesses one might have

on the R-forms of an irreducible character are not true. Same bounds for the

complexity of an R-form for a given character ~re stated.

For periodic AG-modules with abelian vertices we get a better lower bound

for the p-part of the A-rank than the one above. Furthermore, characters of

periodic lattices of odd period are linear' combinations of characters of

projective lattices, so they are zero on p-elements and IGI divides the
p

rank. Because of this J irreducible periodic' lattices are always of even

period i~ K is a splitting field for G.
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Brauer pairs in the general linear graups

Let 1 be a prime number and let G be a direct product of general

linear groups over finite fields with characteristic p * 1. If S· is any

semi-simple subgroup of G.

in we set

we set Ce(S) = n
GEle(S)

q = Ikol • $ (~) = order of
o qa

in

and for a

(1)

(2)

and

We show that ~-subpairs of Gare indexed by tripies (P.s.6). where P

1s an ~-subpalr of G. s a semi-simple ~'-element of G commut1ng with p.

6 a map from Ie(s) into the set of all Young diagrams such that

IA( 0) I < [v P: k ] and ~ ( ~) I [v P: k ] - 16(a) I
a a qo a a

A( a) has no , (~)-hook.
qo

The corresponding 1-subpair is denoted by (P.s,A)e. One of the main re-

sults 1s that

(P' ,s' .6')e c (P.s.A)e <=)
(1) pI c P

(2) (3gECe(P'» (S'=S8 and 6'=6g)

From that result (and from its proof) follow:

. (1) Fong-Srinivas~n'8 classif1cation of blocks of e snd of characters in

blocks. extended without change to the case ~ = 2 ,

(2) Knowledge of images of blocks through Brauer morphisms.

(3) Structure of the ttBrauer-category·· of a block. equ1valent to an l-Fro

benius category of a subgroup of e of the same type.
•
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Lover defeet group8 ~th modules, 11

Several mathematicians have dealt with the problem of locally determining

the lower defe~t group structure of a block. In his 1969 paper introducing

lower defect groups, Brauer gave a method that is sectional. !bus it

involves examination' of Brauer corresponding blocks of C(x) as x runse through a set of representatives for the conjugate classes of' p-elements.

The method presented here requires examination of the single local configu-

ration N(D), C(D) to determine the multiplicity of D as a lower defect

group of a block. ~pplications of these results, particularly to the ques

tlon of the lower defect group multiplictiy of the defect group, will be

covered.

J.F. CAllLSOB: rbe variety of 'an Inde~ospo8ablemodule 18 eonnected:

Let G be a finite group and let K

characteristic p > O. The ring E(K) =

be an algebraically closed field of

2nL ExtKC(K,K) i8 a finitely gene-
n)O

rated, graded, commutative ring and has an aS80ciated affine variety

~ ·V(K). If M i8 a KG-module. let J(M) be the annihilator of Ext~G(M.M)

in ECK), sud let V(M) be the corresponding subvariety of V(K). Let

V(M) be the sS80ciated projective variety. The main theorem i8 that if M

i8 indecomposable, then 'V(M) i8 connected in the sense that it cannot be

written as the union of two nonempty, disjoint, clo8ed sets.

The proof is based on. the following lemma. Let l;: nn(K) + K be a non

zero homomorphism with kernel L. If n > 0 and if l; E J(M) then

L €O M :: 1i'(K) e O(M) e (proj.).
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Some periodic SL(2,2D)-modules generated by Auslander-Reiten

sequences

For a group algebra of infinite representation type, little is known

about the indecomposable modules. Work involvirig the uAuslander-Reiten U

quiver of the group, and on the complexity of modules has enabled some kind

of classification to be made.

We take advantage of this and construct certain periodic modules for the

group SL(2,2n ) u8ing Auslander-Reiten sequences to 10generate" new modules

from given ones.

I.C. DADE: Extending group modules

If N i8 anormal subgroup of a finite group G, ·then an ON-module M

can be extended to an QG-module (for any coefficient ring 0) if and on1y if

the Clifford extension:

X(E) : 1 + U(E 1) + GrU(E) + GIN + 1

Gof the G/N-graded endomorphlsm ring E = EndOG(M) is exact aud splits.

When IG/NI is a unit in E and idempotents of E/J(E) can be lifted

back to idempotents of E, the splitting of X(E) is equivalent to that of

the residual Clifford extension X(E) , where E is the G/N-graded factor

ring E/J(E1)E of E. Since E i8 much easier to compute this is a great

tool for proving extendibility of modules.
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On the decomposition numbers of the finite general linear

groupe.

For the symmetrie groups there is a well-known theorem that all

decomposition matrices in all positive characteristics have lower triangular

form with 1 on the diagonal.

Sihee the Weyl group of the ful1 linear group GLn(q) i8 isomorphie to

the symmetrie groups Sn on n letters, it seems tobe natural to ask if a

similar statement is true for the general linear groups.

So let G = GLn(q) , and let 2 * r be a prime not dlvi4ing q. Using

the classifieation of r-bloeks given by P. Fong' and B. Srinivasan, and" the

elassifieation of the irredueible eharaeters of G given by J.A. Green, it

is shown that the decomposition matrix of an r-block B has 10wer

triangular form with 1 on the diagonal, if the semi-simple part S of B

has the following property: r divides (qdegA_ 1 ) for all elementary

divisors" A of s. . In this ease parts of the decomposit10n IDCltrix of B

may be described in terms of deeomposition matriees of some Weyl groups. In

p~rticular, this applies to all r-bloeks of G, if r divides q-l •

K. ERDMAHN: On projective resolutions for stmple SL2(pD)-modules

Let B be a nontrivial p-bloek of the group SL 2 (pn), and let r be

the graph whose vertiees are the irreducible B-modules and where the number

of edges S + T equals dim Extci(S,T). There is a eovering graph r for

r whieh des'cribes certain filtrations of the Indecomposable projeetive

modules in B.

For "n = 2 (and p > 2), these filtrations are used to deseribe minimal

projeetive resolutions of the simple B-modules and to find the dimensions of

Exti(S,T) for arbltrary i.
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Brauer trees in classical groups

Let G be one of the groups GLn(q) , Un(q) , S02n+l(q) , or SP2n(Q).

Let B be a cyclic r-block of G, where r is an odd prime and r i q.

Suppose B 1s a unipotent block in the sense that the non-exceptional

characters in Bare unipotent characters. The non-exceptional characters

in Bare then labeled by partitions or symbols A. The Brauer tree of B,

which is an open polygon, 1s completely described by combinatorial

propert1es of the A'S. ~n the case G· is GLn(q) '. Un(q) t or S02n~1(q),

this impl1es a complete description of the Brauer tree of any cycl1e r~bloek

of G. This i8 joint work with B. Srin1vasan.

D. GLUCX: Brauer'. height-eonjecture for p-solvable groups_ Part 11

This i8 a continuation of T.R. Wolf I s talk on the same topie. In this

talk we dlseuss ~ome teehnleal aspeets of the proof. We eoncentrate on

techn1ques for handling imprimitive modules. We also indieate some of the

consequences of the classifieation of simple groups.

J .A. GBBER: Construetion of ~la08t spllt sequeDces

For a given Indecomposable, non-projective module M over asymmetrie,

finite-dimensional k-algebra A (k a fleld), a method is given to eonstruct

a short exact sequence
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o + O~ + E + M + 0

which 1s almost split in the sense of Auslander-Reiten. If

o + flM + Po + M + 0

1s a minimal projec~ive resolution of H in mod A, let
n

Po - I f
v=l

Ae
v

(e. v

idempotents in A). Then one has k-isomorphisms

(Po,M) =11 e v M
v

(H,P
O

) =-11 (DM)e v
v

(DM = dual space of M, regarded a~ right A-modu1e). By means of these i80-

morphisms, one constructs, for each e E (M,P 0)' a linear form T O on End

M; then if To * 0, TO(rad End M) ~ 0, one constructs (1) as the pull-back

sequence from the minimal projective resolution

o + 02M + P 1 + OM + 0

te
M

1.. GOW: BepresentatioDa of the general linear group

Let q = pm , p a prime. Let G = GL(n,q2) , U = U(n,q2) , H = GL(n,q).

We show that there 1s a one-to-one correspondence between U,U-double coset8

in G and conjugacy classes in H, and between H,H-doub1e cosets in G

G f1xed by F (the Frobenius map

multiplicity free. The constituents of

and conjugacy classes in

cbaracters 1 G and
U

u.
1 G

H

The Hecke algebras associated with the induced

are commutative and tbus the characters are

lUG are precise1y the characters of

x + xq ) and those of 1 Gare those
H

*fixed by the twisted Frobenius map F. These characters seem to bave other

Interesting properties.

Analogues for the compact unitary group SU(n,C) also exlst.
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Producta of eonjugacy classes

Definitions. G a finite group; cn(G) (the covering number of G) i9

the smallest integer m such that Cm = G for every conjugacy elass C *1

of G, if it exists; ecn(G) (the extended c.n.) is the smallest m such

that c1 • •••• ·Cm = G for every eollection of m nontrivial eonjugaey clas

ses of G, if it exists.

Results. 1) ecn(G) (and hence en(G» exlsts iff G is simple.

2) een(AS) = en(As)+l = 4; ecn(An ) = en(An )+1 = [~] +1 for n ) 6.

3) ecn(Sz(q» = cn(Sz(q»+1 = 4; een(PSL(2,q» = en(PSL(2,q»+1 4.

4) en(G) = 2 iff G = J 1 and possibly 3D~(q) , q odd.

5) There exist infinite groups with en = 2.

"Conjeetures". Let k = n eonjugaey elasses of G.

I. een(G) = en(G)+1;

11. en(G) ( k-1;

111. Cl~2 *C3 for nontrivial eonjugaey clasaes Ci;

IV. C c C2 for ~very eonjugacy elass;

V. G = C2 for some eonjugaey elaas.

Remarks. (1) Wrons; ecn(C3 ) = 5 • cn = 3; 1s Conway's group the only ~
exeeption? (11) Cau prove cn(G) (~k2 (111) Would imply Burnside's

Theorem. (IV) Wrang; ·e3 and others. (V) Thompaon's conjecture; Da

counterexampie found.
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I-.H. ISAACS:' ~ Ch8racters of .-separable group8

If G 1s a p-solvable group, then in some sense, the characteristic p

representation theory of G 18 contained within the ordinary character

theory. For instanee, us1ng the Fong-Swan theorem, it is easy to see that

the irreducible Brauer·charaeters of Gare precisely those restrietions of

~ ord1nary characters to p-regular elements wh1ch cannot be wr1tten as sums of

other restrictions. 'Since one need not consider eharaeteristic p represen-

- ,";. :tafions:, it seems .natural to replace p by a set 1r of 'primes and consider

. ~1T~8eparable groups. One of our results is that in this case, the ·"irredu-

, cible"" restrictions of charac~ers to lI-regular elements really do behave

;._ .. like n~Braue~ c~ar~cters. In particular, they form a basis for the space of

n-regular ,elass fun~~ions.

A. JUllASZ: On tbe restrictloD aud InductioD of modular repre8entatio~

.:- . Le~ M b~. an indecomposable KG-module and let ~ = Li ~••• ~. Lr , Li

inde~o~~osable KH-modules for a subgroup H of the finite group G. We

eon~~~~r t?e fo~lowing problem and its natural dual for induetion of

modules: Assume M belongs to a p-block B. Find the blocks b
i

of H

which contain the Li. A typical result for restrietion we proved i8 the

~ollowlng: If B has defect group D and DeG(D) (H then every block b

of H .having defect·group D and ~~tisfyinl b
G

= B contains an Ll~ For

induction we proved: If L 15 an indecomposable KR-module in a block b of

KR with a vertex V and CG(V) , R then ~ll the components of L
G

with

. ~ verti~~$ .not containi~g. V n. Vg
, g E G\NG(V) b~long to b

G
• This improves

a result of J .A. Green.. Our appr~ach l~a~s to a short proof of Brauer' s
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third main theorem snd also glves a short module-theoretic proof to a theo-

rem of J. Cassey and W. Gaschütz and generallzes Brauer's third main theorem

in several directions.

A. KOBEl.: Buler1an auahers aad characters of Sn

true for all finite groups.

tlon and Its corollary whlch may be of independent interest:

An essential step in the reduction 18 eontained In the following proposi-

00 the height-o-conjectare

Sn' +C such that x(n) depends on1y. on the number of

1s a Q-1inear combination of the xn,k. Por11 E S
n

Assume that for all quasi-simple finite graups the charactersTheorem

It i8 shown that the -ifM-part of Brauer's height 0 conjecture"holds for

in blocks with abelian defect groups are all of height O. Then the same is

any finite group provided it holds for quasi-simple graups; here a nontri-

vial perfect group ia called quasi-simple if every proper normal subgroup is ~

central. More precisely, we prove

details cf. A. Kerber / K.-J. Thürl~ngs: Symmetrieklassen von Funktionen und

ihre Abzählungstheorie 11. Bayreuther Hath. Schriften (in print).

R. DÖu.. r .1.. IEllGBIl:

cyelie faetors of

each character X

The aim was to point to aseries of ordinary and in general redueible

characters Xn,k of Sn' 0" k "n-1 • The main property of them Is that
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Let G = DN be finite where' D 18 a p~group and N ~ G.

Then: (1) For any block b of N, there is precisely one block B of

G coverlng b.

(2) If B has defect group D then b 1s the on1y block of N

cQvered by' B.

(3) If B has defect group D and X E B is an irreducible

charact'er such that there are M =G D for any RG-lattice M

affording X,' then X~N 'i8 irreducible.

Corollary Let B be a block of G with abelian ·defect group 'D and

let N be a narma;!. 8ubgroup of G. Then there exists a block·:' .b 'of N

covered by B such that every irreducible character of b extends tö DN.

B. riI.sJwDmR: Lover defeet groups

Let F be a field, char F = P *0 J G a finite group, FG the group

algebra and ZFG, lts center. Decompose ZFG = 6ZFG ~ JZFG where 6ZFG 18

sem1simple and JZFG 1s the radical and denote by ö: ZFG + ilZFG the

corresponding projection. Let g E G w1th p-factor g ·,·:conjuga:cy;.class K
p

in G and p'-sectlon S in CG(gp). Deco~pose FG = FCG(gp) $ F[G\CG(gp)]

and FG = F(CG(g») ,g eF[(G\ CG(g») ,g ] and"denote'by '0':· FG:,+FCG(g)p p p p p p g p

and ug : FG + F(CG(gp»)p'~p the correspondlng projections. Then

U (ö(z)K+)
g

Far conjugacy classes ,K, L of GJ R. E L and
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This implies that for p-subgroups D,P of G and a p-section T of G

the sum of multiplicities of P as a lower defect group of blocks havlng a

defect group contained in D in the p-section T can be descrlbed as the

rank of a suitably defined Pp -matrix.

o. HABZ: 1epresentatioD tbeory of fiDite groups •
A finite group G 18 called a PPC(Pl, .•• ,Pn)-group, if all X E Irr~(G)

have prime power degree and if the primes which occur are P1' .•. ' p~. Then

G is solvable if and only if n '~2.

Let G be a PPC(p,q)-group. Then the followlng assertlons hold:

(1) 3' dl(G) '5 and 2' n(G) '4 .

(2) If dl(G) = 5, then {p,qJ = {2,3J and G is nearly the semidirect

product of GL(2,3) with ita standard module.

(3) dl(G) = 4 impliea that p = 2 and q 1s a Fermat prime.· .

T. OKlJYAMA: Blocks.of finite group. vith radleal cube zero

I shall talk about blocks 'of finite groups wlth radical cube zero. Let

be a finite group and k an algebraically closed fleld of characterlstlc

p > O. Let B be a block algebra of kG with defect group D and let

J(B) denote the Jacob8on radical of B. Then we obtaln the following:

Theorem If J(B)3 = 0 (and J(B)2 *0), then adefeet group D of B

i8 a four group for p = 2 and is of order p for an odd prime p.

Furthermore we will determine structures of such blocks.
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On a conjecture of Brauer's for linear group8

Let k(B) (ko(B) ) be the number of complex lrreducible characters (of

height 0) in an r-block B of a finite group G.· We consider the following

conjectures

(I) (Brauer)

(11)

k(B) (Inl
ko(B) ( In:D'·1

where D is a defect group of Band DI its commutator subgroup.

We discuss how to prove these conjectures' if G i8 a synimetric group

Sen) (r arbitrary) or GL(ntq) or U(n,q) (r +q t r :I: 2) and consider

the possibility of extending the result to the classical groups Sp(2n,q) or

SO(2n+1 tq). When the numbers keß) and ko(B) have been computed for all

blocks in the groups above t then' (I) and (11) follow easily from a property

of the partition generating function.

w. PLESXER: Permutation group. vith uDiserial modules

ll.M. Neumann raised the ques~ion whether there are transitive .p-subgroups

of the symmetric group S ~ of degree pn which have an exponent less than
n

p

pn hut neverthetess act uniserially on their natural permutation module

over a field of characteristic p. It is proved that the uniserial permuta-

tlon groups just defined coincide with the p-groups acting p-uniserially in

the sense of' C.R.· Leedham-Green and M.F. Newman on a free abelian group.

Independently a quick proof for the criterion for unlseriality by the latter

two authors is' glven for both cases. In particular t the uniserlal p-sub-

groups of S
n

p
of exponent smaller than n

p exist iff n >, p •
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Blocks, isometries, &Dd sets of prise.

In this talk, we will be concerned with the following situation: G is a

finite group, 11' i8 a set of primes, L 1s a subgroup of G, A 1s a

union of n-sections of L. Also, for each n-element a E A, we have

Cc(a) = CL(a) 0w,(CG(a». Finally, whenever two n-elements of Aare

conjugate in G, they are conjugate in . L.

We describe conditions under which certain genera11zed characters of L

which vanish outside A can be "lifted" 'to generalized characters of G of

the same norm. In partic~lar, we show that any generalized. character of L

'yhich is constant on n-sections and vanishes outside A can be extended to

a generalized character of G of the same norm. This particular result

gives a positive answer to a conjecture of Reynolds and yields as special

cases isometries of Dade and Reyno~ds. Block theory and methods similar to

those used by Puig play an important role in our work.

K. W. IOGGBBKAIIP, I. DITBJr: Inner produets GD ea-e Greea rings

Let T be a Brauer tree vith e edges and multiplicity m at the

exceptional vertex. Let A be a k-algebra to T, k a field, and

o + + 0

be a minimal projective resolution of a simple A-module corresponding to a

non-exceptional endpoint of T. Let Ql, ••• ,Qe be the indecomposable pro

jectives and Qt the duals to Qi vith respect to the C8rtan matrix in the

rational Grothendieck group. Let a(U) (a(g» be the rational Grothen

dieck group generated by {gi} ({Oi,Qj}) vith respect to ditect sums. For

X,Y E {Oi,Qj} we put [X,y]::a P(X,Y), the A-homomorphisms that factor via

projectives, aud consider the bil1near form
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e
[Pi'Y][X,p~].<X,Y> [X,y] E

i=1
1 1

Proposition: Assume T * e-- •.

[ , is non degenerate on s( 11).

< > 1s nQtl degenerate on a(O) •

1.)

2.)

3. )

17

m
<M,N> = - ÖM,N + me+1 sgn M sgn N, when sgn 0i

i8 invariant under stable equivalence.

(_1)i. Hence <, >

Applic8tions to blocks with eyelie defeet are given modularly and p-adi-

caIly. Moreover, a Bachshai order of T i8 constructed.

P. SCBHID: Invariant eharactere and invariant lattlces

Let 0 + H + G + S + 0 be a finite group extension and let r; be an

(a~solutely) irreducible character of H wbleh is G-invariant. Let p be

a prime (dividing IR () and let K be a finite extension of the p-adlcs

Qp such tbat 1s real1zable over K. (A smalle~t field of reali-

zation over ~ 18 the unramlfled extension Kr; of ~(r;) of degree ~ (r;).)
p

Let R be the ring of integers in K and let • =m(R,r;) be the set of

isomorphism types of RH-lattiees affording r;. By the Jordan-Zassenhaus

theorem, 11 is a finite set. G (or S) acts on m via conjugation~ and

we are interested in finding fixed points, i.e., invariant lattlces.

In general DO invariant lattices do exist. Examples are provided by the

exeeptional charaeters in blocks with eyelie defeet groups, taklng

(which here equals qp(r;,~) for aoy irreducible Brauer eharacter , in the

block)~ However, enlarging. the field of scalars produces invariant lattice8:

Theorem. There exlsts a ~invariant RH-lattiee affording r; if 'R con-

tains the p-th roots of un1ty when p i8 odd and the 4-th roots of unity in

ease p CI 2.
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The proof .uses technlques of Clifford theory. As a consequence one ob

tains that there Is always an invariant lattice if the greatest common divi

sor of Isls' land (;(1) i8 relatively prime to p-1 for odd p and to

p = 2 otherwise.

!'~:

L. SeOTT: SODe Mackey theorems for algebraie groups

A general Mackey imprimitivity theory is presented (joint work with E.

Cline and B. Parshall) and.applied to give Mackey decomposition theorems in

special cases for algebraic groups. Included 18 a historleal.and conceptual

introduction to t~e subject, from the perspective of finite group theory and

Mackey's original work on continuous groups.

S.D. SMITB: Bomology representatioDB aGd loeal ~ubgroup8

Constructlon of representations from homology of a coefflclent system

(defined at local subgroups) was first used by Lusztig in his "discrete

series" work; and later by Alvis, Curtis, Deigne-Lusztig in studying "duali- e
ty". Ranan first observed that these techniques, applied in eharacteriatic

p, give a description of modular representations in terms of the geometry

of p-local subgroups (including "loeal geometries of many sporadic simple

groups, aa weIl as Chevalley-group buildings). -Some basic theoretlcal re

sults will be described, .with a dlscussion of how"they may be applied - for

example, construction of modular lrreducibles, extension problems, '"local

recognition" of modules. Applications in ··revisionism" of simple~group clas

sification will be emphasized.
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Buruside ring, eombinatorics and topology

The primitive idempotents of the Burnside ring U(C) of a finite group

C can be expressed as linear combina tions of the canonical basis of O( G)

with coefficients involving the Mööius function ll(S, T) of the lattice L

of all subgroups of G. Moreover, 1l(1,G) 1s equal to the reduced Euler

characterlstic of the simplicial complex S(C) associated to L. Then:

1) If G is soluble, 1l(1,C) can be computed using a chief series of G.

2) The Möbius function has nice divisibility properties (e .g. Ic I divide8

IG:c' Ill(1 ,G».

3) If G i8 soluble, the simplicial complex S(G) has the homotopy type

of a bouquet of spheres of dimension n-2, where n is the length of a

chief series of G.

4) There exist easy group-theoretic conditions for the contractibility of

S(G).

Y. TSUSHIHA: for irredueible -odules

l'd like to talk about the following theorem which has been established

jointly by T. Okuyama and myself.

Theorem. Let p be a prime number and G a finite p-solvable group

with a Sylow p-subgroup of order n
p • Let k be an algebraically closed

field of characteristic p and 8,T ssimple.kG-modules. If di~S = p g and

di~T
pth with (p,g) = (p,h) = 1, then we have

di~ Ext~(S,T) 'min{(n-s)di~S/di~~ , (n-t)di~T/di~S}.

In particular, we have di~ Ext~(S,T) , 1, provided ~i~S 1s suff1-

ciently smaller than di~T. In that case, there is at most one non-spl1t

extension of S by T.
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M-group. and symplectlc modules

In this talk we give a survey about recent developments (1980-1983) in

the theory of: n-1soclinism, M-groups, symplectic modules. In particular, we

shall speak about

1) the results in I.M.lsases' paper Math. Z. 182 (1983), 205-221:

Ex.A. There exists an .M-group of order 2 15 .7 2 in wh1ch the center,

whieh is of order 2, 1s the unique maxi~l abetian normal sub

group.

Th.B. Let G be an ~group of odd order in which every abelian normal

subgroup i8 eyelie. Then G is supersolvable.

Ex.C. Let p snd q be odd primes with q r p2+1. Then there exists

an M-group of order pi Oq in whieh the center, being of order

p2, is the unlque maximal abellan normal subgroup.

2) a theorem like Schur and Clifford, for symplectle modules.

3) some re8ults on n-isoclinism, obtained by N.S. Hekster (Spring 1983).

P •.J. 1!lBBB: Loeal foraulae for eohollOlogy

Any cohomology group (or more generally Ext group) for a finite group may

be expressed in terms of the cohomology of normalizers of elementary abelian

subgroups in a rather easy way.. On the one hand this al10ws the eohomology

to be determined in many specific cases, and also the algebraic approach

adopted connects with equivariant cohomology as used by some authors. Re

sults on Qul1len's complex of elementary abel1an p-subgroups are given.
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Irauerts height conjecture for p-solvable groupa. I.

Brauer's he1ght conjecture states that the defect group of a p-block of a

finite group 18 abelian -if and only if each irreducible character in that

block has height O. Fong proved one direction for p-solvable groups and we

show for p-solvable groups that if the character ~eights are -all zero, then

~ the defeet group is sbelian. In a minimal eounterexample, a group G aets

on a vector space V in such a way that each element of V is centralized

by a Sylow p-subgroup of G. We determine all such aetions for solvable G

and prove the height. conjecture for solvable groups. We use the classifica

tion of finite simple groups to pass from the solvable ease to the p-solv-

- 'able ease.

Berichterstatter: Gerhard Schneider
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